Abstract. The conversion between Tetrad Notation and other notational systems has attracted people's attention; addition conjecture: if the maximum digit of base-N notation is (N-1), then （N-1） +（N-1）is a binary digit, whose most significant digit is 1 and least significant digit is (N-2); multiplication conjecture: if the maximum digit of base-N notation is (N-1) , then（N-1）*（N-1） is a binary digit, whose most significant digit is (N-2) and least significant digit is 1; simple conversion conjecture: given, the radix of two sorts of number system N 1 ,N 2 are R 1 ,R 2 respectively , i is an integer greater than 2 or equals to 2, so if R 1 = R 2 i , then some relatively simple relationship of conversion exists between these two number systems.
As we all know, all the biological NDAs consist of the four bases (nucleotides), namely adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), cytosine (C). Naturally, it formed a tetrad composition, which is the same as the binary notation formed by the opening or closing motions of the semiconductor. Therefore, it is the most suitable for DNA computers to process information by using tetrad notation. With the tremendous development of DNA computers, tetrad notation attracts lots of attentions, and so does the conversion between the various number systems. The operation rules and mutual conversion of binary notation, octal notation, decimal notation, hexadecimal notation have been described maturely and accurately in all kinds of textbooks, so it is needless for me to talk about, and my main point is to study quaternary system and its conversion with other systems and put forward a conjecture of number system conversion.
By the way, what we usually say 1 hour is equal to 60 minutes, 1 minute is equal to 60 seconds is not a proper sexagesimal notation; 1 day equals to 24 hours, 1 year equals to 12 months is also not the proper base-24 notation or base-12 notation . Obviously, all above is just a kind of unit conversion in our daily life, but base-N notation should have N digitals.
General Instruction of Tetrad Notation
The only four tetrad notation digitals: 0, 1, 2, 3; Tetrad notation's radix = 4; Tetrad notation's addition computes according to the rule "meet 4 advance 1" Tetrad notation's subtraction computes according to the rule "borrow 1 when 4" Tetrad Notation can be translated as Notation in English Tetrad Notation figure n can be marked as (n) 4 or nT
A.The Addition and Multiplication of Tetrad Notation
Form1 Addition of Tetrad Notation 
Conjecture 2: a multiplication conjecture on base-N notation (multiplication conjecture): if the maximum digit of base-N notation is (N-1), then（N-1）*（N-1）is a binary digit, whose most significant digit is (N-2) and least significant digit is 1. For example, 3T*3T=21T （Tetrad Notation） , 7O*7O=61O (Octal Notation）,９D*９D＝８１D (decimal notation), FH*FH=E1H（hexadecimal notation）.
Conclusion: the above two conjectures can't applied to binary notation Corollary: if the maximum digit of base-N notation is (N-1), then（N-1）*（N-1）+（N-1）+ （N-1）+1＝100.
For example: 3*3+3+3+1=100(tetrad notation)), 7*7+7+7+2=100 (octal notation),9*9+9+9+1=100(decimal notation), F*F+F+F+1=100(hexadecimal notation).
Proof: according to the conjecture1 and conjecture2,
２）,（N-1）is a digit of a base-N notation.
Conversion between Tetrad Notation and Other Notations

A.Conversion between Tetrad Notation and Binary Notation a)The method of converting tetrad notation to binary notation
According to Form3, just use two binary digits to take the place of a tetrad digit.
[Example1] ①3221T=11 10 10 01B ②0.213T=0.10 01 11B ③3210.123T=11 10 01 00.01 10 11 B That is:3→11,2→10,1→01,0→00,decimal point will not be moved.
b)The method of converting binary notation to tetrad notation For integers, from the right to the left, digits are divided into groups, each of which concludes two. If in the end of the left, only one digit is left, we can add a 0, according to Form1, respectively, use the tetrad digits to take the place of them; but if for decimals, we can start from the right side of Advanced Materials Research Vols. 760-762 2157 decimal point, from the left to the right, digits are divided into groups, each of which concludes two. If in the end of the right, only one digit is left, we can add a 0, according to Form1, respectively, use the tetrad digits to take the place of them [Example 2] ①111101001B=01 11 10 10 01B=13221T(add a 0 on the left side) ②0.10101B=0.10 10 10B=0.222T（add a 0 on the right side） ③11011000.10111=11 01 10 00.10 11 10B=3120.232T That is:11→3,10→2,01→1,00→0,decimal point will not be moved.
B.Conversion between Tetrad Notation and Hexadecimal Notation
Form4 Comparison Between Tetrad Notation and Binary Notation Tetrad Notation Hexadecimal Notation Tetrad Notation Hexadecimal Notation 00 0 20 8 01 1 21 9 02 2 22 A 03 3 23 B 10 4 30 C 11 5 31 D 12 6 32 E 13 7 33 F
a)The method of converting hexadecimal notation to tetrad notation
According to Form2, just use two binary digits to take the place of a hexadecimal digit.
[Example3] ①32E59H=03 02 32 11 21T ②0.5D13H=0.11 31 01 03T ③6805.A87Q=12 20 00 11.22 20 13T That is:3→03,2→02,…,E→32,D→31,decimal point will not be moved.
b)The method of converting tetrad notation to hexadecimal notation For integers, from the right to the left, digits are divided into groups, each of which concludes two. If in the end of the left, only one digit is left, we can add a 0, according to Form2, respectively, use the hexadecimal digits to take the place of them; but if for decimals, we can start from the right side of decimal point, from the left to the right, digits are divided into groups, each of which concludes two. If in the end of the right, only one digit is left, we can add a 0, according to Form1, respectively, use the hexadecimal digits to take the place of them [Example 4] ①11300220T=11 30 02 20Q=5C28H ②0.0220133T=0.02 20 13 30Q=0.287CH(add a 0 on the right side） ③302331121.122T= 03 02 33 11 21.12 20Q=32F59.68H That is:11→5,30→C,…,20→8,33→F,decimal point will not be moved.
C. Conversion between Tetrad Notation and Octal Notation
Convert by using the binary notation as a bridge, that is tetrad notation←→binary notation←→octal notation
D.Conversion between Tetrad Notation and Decimal Notation a)The method of converting tetrad notation to decimal notation Sum up according to the expansion of bit weights b)The method of converting decimal notation to tetrad notation
For integers, keep the remainder after dividing the integer by 4, while for decimals, keep the integral part of the result after dividing the decimal by 4.
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Analysis of the Difficulty in Conversion of Number Systems and Conjecture of the Reasons
According to the above conversion of the number systems, it is the simplest of the mutual conversion between tetrad notation and binary notation, tetrad notation and hexadecimal notation, the conversion between tetrad notation and octal notation is a little more difficult, but the most difficult is relatively the most difficult. What are the reasons?
Conjecture3 (simple conversion conjecture): given, the radix of two sorts of number system N 1 ,N 2 are R 1 ,R 2 respectively , i is an integer greater than 2 or equals to 2, so if R 1 = R 2 i , then some relatively simple relationship of conversion exist between these two number systems.
Concrete method: firstly, we should make an equivalent comparison form of N 1 , N 2 , in which the numbers of N 1 are single digits (total number is R 1 , from 0 to R 1 -1 ),but the numbers of N 2 are i compositions of digit(totally R 1 sorts, from 00…0 to（R 2 -1） （R 2 -1）…（R 2 -1） ). If we convert N 1 to N 2, we just need to the i compositions of digit of N 2 to take the place of the equivalent digits of N 1 . On the contrary, if we convert N 2 to N 1, for integers, from the right to the left, digits are divided into groups, each of which concludes i. If in the end of the left, the left digit are not enough for i, we can add 0, according to comparison form, respectively, use the N 1 digits to take the place of them; but if for decimals, we can start from the right side of decimal point, from the left to the right, digits are divided into groups, each of which concludes i. If in the end of the right, the left digits are not enough for i, we can add 0, according to comparison form, respectively, use the N 1 digits to take the place of them
The following shows the positive analysis of the above conjectures 
Study of Novenary Notation and Ternary Notation
In the discussion of those theories, few people ever talked about novenary notation and ternary notation. Based on the three "conjectures" of this thesis, I think it is also suitable for novenary notation and ternary notation. According to the addition conjecture, 2Ter+2Ter=11Ter (ternary notation), 8J+8J=17J (novenary notation); according to multiplication conjecture, 2Ter*2Ter=11Ter (ternary notation), 8J*8J=71J (novenary notation). See form 7、8、9.
Form7 Ternary Notation Addition
Form9 Novenary Notation Multiplication Naturally, the conversion between novenary notation and ternary notation is very simple, because R 9 =R 3 2 ,i=2,form10 (see below), their mutual conversion follows the method provided by "the conjecture" Notation  00  0  12  5  01  1  20  6  02  2  21  7  10  3  22  8  11 4
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[Example5 ] ①8728J=22 21 02 22Ter (J stands for novenary notation,T stands for ternary notation) ②0.325J=0.10 02 12Ter ③22220.22201Ter=02 00 20.22 20 10Ter=286.863J That is:3←→10,2←→02,…,8←→22,6←→20,decimal point will not be moved. So we can conclude, binary notation-base-32 notation, … , ternary notation-base-27 notation, … , tetrad notation-base-64 notation, … , quinary notation-base-25 notation, … , all can have very simple mutual conversion.
